Methodist Nursery School was voted

“As a kindergarten teacher I value the curriculum taught at Grace Methodist. Now more than ever play
based preschool that develops social skills is good preparation for kindergarten.”
“The best school my kid could have possible went to!!!!!! They are so great here and I'm so happy this is
where I sent them!!!”
“My kids all went to Methodist Nursery School and had an excellent transition into Kindergarten at
Osborn Hill School. As a parent I love everything about this school. It is a play based program but they
focus on every aspect of intellectual and emotional development. The Director, Kathy Gilbert, and the
staff are the best in town.”
“This is an incredible school. The staff is knowledgeable, thoughtful and always accessible. The lessons
are well executed and thoughtful and are always purposeful with meaningful learning outcomes even
when it looks like "play". They completely know your child on all fronts - cognitively, emotionally and
socially. My second child is there now, and I am just as thrilled as I was with my first child's experience!”
“This is our family's fifth year at MNS. We couldn't be happier with the staff (their developmental
knowledge, caring approach) and the truly positive climate of the school overall. This a wonderful playbased preschool which helps children learn through play and socialization -- just what children need at
this age. The teachers are kind, patient, and very attuned to each individual child's needs. As a parent
who is a child psychologist, I considered many schools for my kids. MNS will take you (the parent)
seriously with any concerns/questions and guide your child towards kindergarten with great care. I highly
recommend MNS.”
“This is our third year at MNS and we love it. The teachers and staff are highly-qualified, caring, and
create an atmosphere of supportive learning for the children. We would definitely recommend MNS.”

